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Abstract
It is Sunday, October 24th 1999. The Dallas Cowboys are squaring off against the Washington Redskins.
The television camera focuses in on two individuals staring each other down on the football field — both
African American, one outfitted as a cowboy, the other dressed like a stereotypical Plains Indian. What
could be more American than this? The fans all know the script — they are playing cowboys and Indians.
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‘Playing Indian’: Embracing or
Appropriating Native Cultural Practices?
E xploring W hiteness

It is Sunday, October 24th 1999. The Dallas Cowboys are squaring off against the
Washington Redskins. The television camera focuses in on two individuals staring
each other down on the football field — both African American, one outfitted as
a cowboy, the other dressed like a stereotypical Plains Indian. What could be
more American than this? The fans all know the script — they are playing cowboys
and Indians.
We all live lives shaped by race relations. Some of us, however, are more
aware of the process than others. Ruth Frankenberg, in her book White Women,
Race M atters, argues that ‘White people and people of colour live racially
structured lives’, then points out the importance of looking at the largely
unexamined racialness of the White experience (1). She presents ‘Whiteness’ as
a set of linked dimensions, including ‘a location of structural advantage, of race
privilege’; ‘a place from which White people look at themselves, at others and at
society’; and ‘a set of cultural practices that are usually unmarked and unnamed’
(1). In keeping with her approach, I argue that we can learn a lot about Whiteness
by placing the issue of Native sport mascots within a much larger tradition in
which Natives and non-Natives ‘play Indian’. Within this tradition, non-Natives
— often with the involvement of some Native individuals — have reproduced a
specific national identity, mythologised a particular understanding of history, and
capitalised on the manufacturing and selling of an exotic ‘Indian’ product. This
tradition of ‘playing Indian’, and the stereotypical images created and reproduced
within it, continues to benefit non-Natives more so than Native peoples and
reproduces existing, unequal race relations.
T he I ndian M ascot in N orth A merican S port

Accounts of Native peoples’ involvement in physical cultural practices such
as sport, traditional games, ceremonials, powwows and rodeos
all help illuminate an ongoing process wherein Euro-Americans have largely
determined which physical leisure practices will be considered ‘legitimate’ for Native
participants. These histories also demonstrate the contested nature of such practices,
as Native participants have at times acquiesced to, resisted, or accommodated the
imposed expectations. (Paraschak 1998, 122)
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For example, in both Canada and the United States the federal governments created
legislation in the lS70s that made the performing of some Native traditional
ceremonials, such as the Sun Dance and the Potlatch, illegal. Other activities,
such as lacrosse, rodeo and snowshoeing. were allowed to continue but Native
performers were treated differently than non-Natives. and often placed into separate
competitions. Native traditional games and dances continued to be performed in
places such as Wild West Shows, and eventually governments in both countries
removed their restrictions on performing these traditional activities. The capacity
of non-Native governments to define differential treatment for Native peoples
reflected unequal race relations, through which non-Natives were privileged to
define the possibilities for Native life. For example, it was not until 1924 that
Native Americans were granted the federal vote, and Canadian Native peoples
only received that right in 1960. These unequal relations of power have continued
to shape opportunities for Native participants in mainstream sport.1
One aspect of mainstream sport where a Native presence has remained
prominent, however, is in the use of Native sport mascots. Professional teams
such as the ‘Cleveland Indians' in baseball, the ‘Washington Redskins’ in football,
and the ‘Chicago Blackhawks' in hockey use names, mascots, gestures, logos
and/or slogans that capitalise on stereotypical Native images. (Staurowsky)
Educational institutions have likewise used such images throughout the 1900s.
such as the ‘Fighting Sioux' at the University of North Dakota (Brownstein).
Native protesters, including the American Indian Movement in the United States,
began challenging these stereotypical, often disrespectful images in the 1990s.
While professional teams have refused, thus far. to change their mascots, states
such as Wisconsin have ruled that the use of Native names in public school sports
settings may be discriminator}- (Oxendine). Academics have explored this issue,
attempting to explain the reasons for such mascots, and the negative impact such
images have on Native peoples.2Nevertheless, these images too often continue to
persist, backed up by non-Native claims either that their use ‘honours' Native
peoples, or that such mascots are part of a team ‘tradition' they do not want to
give up.3Thus, while the presence of actual Native participants remains negligible,
stereotypical Native images remain rife in mainstream sport — often played out
by non-Native performers. White racial privilege in both Canada and the United
States, and a historical attachment to Native stereotypical images as part of that
privilege, helps explain the presence of enduring, racist images in North American
sport.
‘P laying Lndlan’ T hrough T ime

North Americans (both Native and non-Native) have created a particular image
of the Indian over time — in sport, but also in other performative venues such as
Wild West Shows, movies and tourism entertainment. In the next part of this
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essay, I will explore various uses of these stereotypic images, as well as some of
the consequences which have arisen from such creations.
C reating a N ational Identity

Philip Deloria, in his book Playing Indian, documents 250 years of non-Native
Indian play in the United States to substantiate his claim that ‘Indianness was
critical to Am erican identities [although] it went hand in hand with the
dispossession and conquest of actual Indian people’ (182). He argues that the
American [i.e. US] sense of collective identity was built initially on being not
British, which meant that immigrants instead aligned themselves with Indians,
the first and original Americans. ‘Indianness has, above all, represented identities
that are unquestionably American’ (183), since it made one a citizen of the land.
Indian Americanness thus helped define the nation as other than a British colony,
beginning with the Boston Tea Party where rebels dressed as Indians when they
challenged British policy by dumping tea overboard in the Boston harbour. Deloria
carries his analysis through to the twentieth century, when, for example, he records
how ‘[l]eaders of the Woodcraft Indians and the Camp Fire Girls garbed children
in Indian costume to teach the natural and proper place of men and women and
the importance of authenticity in a modem world’ (183). Most recently, Deloria
linked non-Natives to the New Age movement, wherein select Native values and
practices (along with items such as dreamcatchers) supposedly connect them more
fully to the earth and to a spiritual way of life.4 In each of the cases he explores,
non-Natives ‘played Indian’ to construct a particular type of non-Native identity
— one which was fundamentally linked to aspects of Indian life.
Daniel Francis, in his book The Imaginary Indian, also explored Indian images5
— his were specific to Canada — and likewise concluded that ‘our thinking about
Indians relates to our thinking about ourselves as North Americans’ (222). He
argues that while Canadians have on the one hand imagined ‘Indians’ as standing
in the way of Canada achieving its true potential, they have at the same time
romanticised them as having character and cultural traits that Canadians lack. He
identifies Grey Owl as the archetypal Canadian, ‘shedding his European past and
transforming himself into an Indian in order to connect through the wilderness
with the New World’ (223).6That same impulse, he argues, leads us to appropriate
many aspects of Native culture — for example, when we ‘play Indian’ by wearing
feathers and moccasins at summer camp, or when we ‘are roaring an Indian chant
from the bleachers at a baseball game’ (223).
My examination of opening and closing ceremonies at multi-sport Games in
Canada, including the 1976 Olympics, Commonwealth Games in 1978 and 1996,
and the University (FISU) Games in 1983, supports this contention. In every case
I examined, stereotypical depictions of Native culture were incorporated into those
ceremonies in order to carefully construct images of Canada for world-wide
consumption. For example, Native people dressed in colourful feathered costumes,
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and carrying props such as drums, rattles, and small bells, led the March of Athletes
into the stadium at the closing ceremonies of the 1967 Montreal Olympics. When
the March finished. Native participants erected colour-coordinated teepees in the
middle of each of the five Olympic rings. Native participants then gave the athletes
headbands and feathered headdresses as Games souvenirs before exiting the
stadium together with them while performing a simple Indian dance (Paraschak
1995). The organisers thus orchestrated uniquely Canadian images within the
parameters of Olympic symbolism, selling Canada’s image as fundamentally
connected to its Native peoples in the process. ‘[These] behaviour[s], repeated
over and over, reveal [a] profound need on the part of non-Natives to connect to
North America by associating with one of its most durable symbols, the Imaginary
Indian’ (Francis 223). While these performances sometimes involved participation
by Native peoples, in many cases these activities allowed non-Natives to play out
select Native stereotypes without having to actually deal with contemporary Native
peoples and their lives today in any manner whatsoever.
M ythologising H istory

Creating a mythologised account of aboriginal-White relations complements
the creation of a national identity based on Indian Americanness. Wild West Shows,
which entertained North Americans from the 1880s to 1938, along with Native
involvement in stampedes, rodeos and pageants, brought ‘Show Indians’ together
with non-Native performers to re-enact the pageantry and customs of Native
peoples along with mythic re-creations of historical events and battles. These
performances thus ‘ritualised history by acting out the myths that had been made
of history’ (Francis 22). Big time rodeos prior to World War II, along with Wild
West shows, also often featured Indian villages or encampments as a tourist
attraction, with ‘Indian participants add[ing] a colourful dimension to the
accompanying parades’ (Iverson 15). In some cases, the public performance of
traditional practices was a requirement for Native participants wishing to compete
in the rodeos (LeCompte 1993, 3).
At a time when there were few options or economic opportunities for Native
peoples, and when governments in Canada and the United States had discouraged
or banned traditional Native ceremonials, Show Indians could get jobs as
entertainers — they just had to be willing to ‘play Indian’ in a manner that fitted
with the expectations of the predominantly non-Native organisers and spectators.
While these performances exoticised Native practices and inevitably portrayed
non-Native dominance over Native peoples, reminiscences by some Show Indians
acknowledged that Wild West shows also gave them the chance to evoke and
celebrate their cultures, thus serving them with an outlet for defying non-Native
peoples (Moses).
Meanwhile, Native participation in the shows was viewed negatively by Indian
commissioners and humanitarian reformers who saw such actions as ‘a stubborn
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refusal to abandon their cultures’ (Moses 277). Accordingly, in 1915 an amendment
to the Indian Act in Canada was created to address the issue of Indians dancing at
exhibitions, pageants and fairs. Acknowledging that for the past few years non
Natives had been ‘collecting the Indians for stampedes and pageants [that] had a
most unsettling effect upon the life of the reserves’ (Dominion of Canada xxv),
the government made it illegal for Indians to participate in Indian dances outside
the bounds of their reserve or to participate in shows wearing aboriginal costumes,
and for others to employ Indians to do so, with the penalty being up to twentyfive dollars, or one month of imprisonment, or both (1915, xxv). A government
report ten years later recorded that Native participation in stampedes and pageants
was still a problem; although Indian involvement was prohibited legally, it was
very hard to control in practice (Dominion of Canada 1925-26,7). After repeated
failures to control Native practice, governments finally repealed their bans on
Native ceremonials, such as potlatch in 1951. This fits with Francis’ claim that
‘For fifty years, the only place to be an Indian — and defiantly so — and still
remain relatively free from the interference of missionaries, teachers, agents,
humanitarians, and politicians was in the Wild West show’ (278). Show Indians
not only earned a living and enjoyed themselves, but in some cases they were
also drawn back to their culture through this involvement, which allowed them to
develop and nurture a common ‘Indian’ identity (279).
As opportunities to view Native peoples in their ‘natural setting’ diminished,
the chance to view ‘real Indians’ shifted to portrayals in mass culture, which were
almost always set in the past. However, Native peoples did not find as many
opportunities to ‘play Indian’ when movies became the prime vehicle for
mythologising Native/non-Native relations. In his 1982 autobiography, Iron Eyes
Cody (1907-1999) spoke about his experiences as a Hollywood Indian. He
recounted how many non-Native actors, such as Jimmy Cagney, John Wayne and
Gary Cooper, got their start by playing Indians, and described the process whereby
all the cast, including him, would get sprayed with red paint to have the proper
Indian look. He detailed the slow shift over time in the ways that Indians could be
portrayed. When he began acting in the early 1900s, Indians were portrayed as
bloodthirsty savages or noble but childish first Americans who had received a
bad shake by the White settlers (Cody 32). By the early 1920s, Indians were
already a central icon in the American West film; however, non-Natives were
most often used in early movies to portray Native Americans. One Hollywood
director even wrote in 1915 about the dangers of casting real Native Americans
in movies, claiming that their salary would just go to tobacco and firewater ,
that they were too enthusiastic — especially in their battles with Whites — and
thus needed armed guards to watch for the least sign of treachery; and that non
Natives were ‘past masters’ at playing Native American roles and with clever
makeup were indistinguishable from actual Native Americans (Dench 1915 qtd
in Griffiths, 90). Cody, one of the few Native actors during this period, detailed
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his involvement in Wild West shows during the off-season (Cody 49), and
explained how, in all cases, he had to make the performance ‘exciting’ Western
entertainment. He made clear in his autobiography that what he did through acting
was ‘the entertainment business versus historical documentation’ (71), explaining
that if he wanted to work in the movies early in his career, he had to portray
Indians as he was told, and not as he might have wished to act.
As his career progressed, Cody also became involved with other Native actors.
For example, he and his brother spotted Jim Thorpe (the Sac and Fox athlete who
had won gold at the 1912 Olympics as well as played professional baseball and
football) digging ditches, and convinced him to try acting instead. Eventually,
Warner Brothers paid Thorpe for the rights to his life story, casting Burt Lancaster
as Thorpe. The director refused, however, to let Thorpe be involved in the movie
playing the part of his own father, or even to be a sports technical advisor, because
he was considered unsuitable. The director told Cody ‘something about Jim being
too overweight and “not right’” (Cody 154). Thorpe was devastated. So Cody
created the Jim Thorpe Indians football team and they, along with others dressed
in cavalry uniforms, toured the country and played before audiences, until Thorpe
died (155).7
The practice of non-Natives ‘playing Indians’ in the movies and reproducing
Native stereotypical characteristics continued until after World War II, when Cody
suggests that a general awareness of ‘Indians’ increased in the United States
following their positive involvement in, and interaction with, non-Natives during
the War. By the 1950s, Cody was demanding that the Indian images in movies
had to be more authentic, or he would refuse to play them. He was finally allowed
to play some leading Indian roles (rather than having those roles played by non
Natives). It was a time when some Indians were finally being portrayed in a more
realistic, sympathetic light, and occasionally even becoming the central theme of
the story. The illiterate dialect — grunts and monosyllabic responses — were
finally reduced and the use of terms such as ‘squaw’ and ‘buck’ were eliminated
(Cody).
Hollywood also initially preferred to use non-Natives (such as beautiful
Japanese women) to play Alaskan ‘Eskimos’, who were modelled on the Inuit of
the Canadian arctic. Anthony Quinn and Joan Chen are two non-Native examples
of notable ‘Eskimos’ in the movies — Ray Mala (bom of an Inupiaq mother and
Jewish American father in Candle, Alaska in 1908), on the other hand, was the
notable exception. Ann Fienup-Riordan, in her book Freeze Frame, outlines how
‘Eskimos’ were popularised beginning with Nanook in 1922, and how ‘they
instantly became what Indians were not — noble survivors, peaceful and happy
as opposed to the violent and angry Indians of the Wild West’ (207). Once again,
she saw this as a reflection of the American imagination: ‘Whereas the Indian
stood in the path of civilisation, the Eskimo stood at its foundation [as] “essential
man” enduring in the face of a harsh and unforgiving environment’ (207). Traits
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attributed to ‘Eskimos’ in the movies, such as rubbing noses, sharing wives, and
abandoning their infants and elderly, ‘d[id] not tell us what Eskimos are but what
civilised men supposedly are not’ (207). While these movie depictions were seen
as authentic by movie-goers, in fact the Alaskan ‘Eskimos’ were cast in the role
of their Canadian Inuit counterparts. For example, in reality Barrow Yupik in
Alaska live in sod huts, but their portrayal in movies situated them in igloos, a
structure used solely by Inuit in the Canadian north. It was not until the 1970s and
1980s that films, sponsored by Alaskan Native groups, began to challenge the
ahistorical portrayal of ‘E skim o’ lives, thus ‘su g g e stin g ] the possible
transformation of the film-making process into a collaborative endeavour in which
the passive objects of past representations become authors in acts of self
representation’ (208).
S elling the E xotic

Native images are everywhere in North American life. Walking the streets of
Skagway, Alaska in September 1999, I came upon a full-sized wooden Indian
statue. There was another one outside a restaurant further down the way and, as I
ate, I could see tourists wrap their arm around the Indian and smile while another
friend took a picture. The local Tlingit look nothing like this stereotypical Plains
Indian statue, so I do not think the statue was placed there to honour the local
Indigenous peoples. I rather suspect it was put there to convince American tourists,
who pour off cruise ships in the thousands each day, that they had finally arrived
at the last frontier, Alaska. And with the frontier comes your token Indian, sporting
the familiar plains headdress, stoic expression, bare muscled chest, leather pants
and, in this case, a loincloth/skirt made out of the American flag.
The relationship between tourism and Native images has a long history. S.
Elizabeth Bird, for example, notes that ‘Nineteenth-century tourists wanted to
see traditional clothing and quiet nobility, and that has not really changed (4).
Tourism became a method for introducing travellers to the Indians of North
America. Francis, for example, argues that marketing of the imaginary Indian in
Canada reached its peak with the experience of railway travel. To attract new
passengers, railway publicity began extolling the natural wonders of the West,
including Indians, as an effective tourist attraction. Banff Indian Days, which
started in 1894 in Alberta, Canada, was one example of this trend. Initially, railway
tourists became stranded in Banff, and so some Indians were rounded up by railway
employees to entertain them. ‘The Indians performed traditional dances and
competed in a number of rodeo events for prizes put up by the railway company
(179). Their performance was so popular it got turned into an annual event.
Jay Mechling, in his discussion of the Seminole of Florida and their relationship
to tourism, notes that although many people criticised the tourist villages, which
had begun in the 1930s, two historians offered a different interpretation based on
their interviews with Native people involved in the villages. These participants
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recalled that the money was good in the camps, that some of the people who were
most active in the tourist attractions remained among the most traditional in their
lifestyle, and that they preferred the economic self-sufficiency of the commercial
attractions to federal assistance programs. Once again, select Native people found
there was an advantage to ‘playing Indian’ for non-Native tourists.
Ethnic tourism expanded its parameters considerably beginning in the 1970s,
and thus the cultures of Indigenous Americans increasingly came under ‘the tourist
gaze’ (Hollinshead 44). The negative and unbalanced construction of Indian
stereotypes — including their portrayal as naked, childlike, willing to share
anything they possess, unaware of religion and unconcerned with laws or personal
property (Stedman qtd in Hollinshead, 46) — has been the foundation of tourism’s
‘communication to incoming tourists of what a “noble” Indian is or wants to be’.
Unfortunately,
[traditional and mythical constructions by Westerners of what indigenous peoples
should be, can blind... [people] to an indigenous group or Native community’s present
day needs. North American Indians are [thus] not appreciated by many Westerners,
through the White gaze, because they differ from what they ought to be. (58) [my
emphasis]
Tourism promotions too often continue to promote stale caricatures such as Plains
Indians, teepees and beautiful Native women dipping their hand into the water’s
edge. You can see these images on postcards today, as well as Inuit men and
women posed in historic, primitive settings. On my trip to Skagway, for example,
postcards of local scenery were interspersed with others situating Native
individuals within historical contexts, such as one of a young Inuit woman in an
igloo breast-feeding her baby. North Americans, as well as international tourists,
continue to pay willingly to see and/or purchase such exotic Native images. These
images, however, are expected to be romantic, even noble — they certainly are
not representative of the actual living conditions of present-day Native peoples.
Native peoples have become more vocal and more politically active about the
process whereby non-Natives appropriate Native images in order to ‘sell the exotic’
and make a profit. For example, in March 1999, while attending a traditional
games workshop in the Northwest Territories of Canada, I heard one Inuit organiser
argue that they needed to ‘get a copyright for their games’ so that non-Natives
can be prevented from appropriating the games for profit. Questions were raised
in 1999, as well, about the appropriateness of the ‘Edmonton Eskimos’ football
team label, although the team countered this concern by bringing in the Inuvik
Delta Drummers and Dancers — the real ‘Eskimos’ — to perform as the half time
show for their opening game. In a somewhat related vein, News/North, an arctic
wide newspaper, reported on an incident involving Inuit fashion. Donna Karan
had sent a representative to Fort Simpson, Northwest Territories, to ‘find
inspiration’ for her clothing line. An Inuit women’s association, Pauktuutit, saw
this as a two-edged sword: ‘There is no denying the pride in having our creations
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recognised for their beauty and quality,’ said Monica Ell. ‘But on the other hand,
we see the potential danger of having our traditional designs misappropriated
without due compensation to the original creators of the product’ (Canton B3).
Pauktuutit has taken the issue of the amoutiq, a traditional Inuit jacket, to the
World Intellectual Property Organisation, a subsidiary of the United Nations, as a
case study under the United Nations Convention on Biological Diversity, which
recognises the importance of Indigenous traditional knowledge. ‘I am concerned
about the cultural and financial appropriation of our collective and individual
property by an organisation with annual revenues in excess of $600 million per
year,’ said the president of Pauktuutit (Canton B3).
C ultural P roduction

S. Elizabeth Bird, in her exploration of Indian constructions, provides the
following insightful commentary:
The images produced by popular culture play a real role in shaping people’s
perceptions.... The current wave of Indian images might seem benign — who would
not want to be presented as perfect, beautiful, and all-knowing? But this benign image
is deeply impersonal and distanced, once again ignoring Indian people as individuals
and allowing real Indian people no subjectivity.... Real Indian people are.. .flesh and
blood, and it is time for popular imagery to recognise their living, breathing presence
among all other Americans. (11)
She also notes that ‘The ability to define imagery is a consequence of power... [and
affirms the need for Indians] to begin taking back ownership of the imagery that
has defined them for the White world’ (6).
Her comments point to aspects of W hiteness which make possible the
appropriation of Indian images discussed in this essay. Whites in North America
have historically operated from ‘a location of structural advantage, of race
privilege’. It has been a very particular, ethnocentric position from which ‘White
people look at themselves, at others and at society’. Finally, the tradition of ‘playing
Indian’ has incorporated ‘a set of cultural practices that [have largely been]
unmarked and unnamed’ (Frankenburg 1).
Native people themselves have provided examples in which cross-cultural
images and practices can be embraced as culturally appropriate rather than
appropriated. All-Native sporting festivals, including the World Eskimo-Indian
Olympics (WEIO) held annually in Fairbanks Alaska, and the international North
American Indigenous Games (NAIG), both have borrowed aspects of their festivals
from the non-Native Olympic Games. WEIO, for example, begins each year with
the five kilometre Race of the Torch. Male and female winners of this race earn
‘the honour of leading the triumphant opening processional, ceremonial flame
hoisted high at the beginning of each evening of competition (Lund 37). NAIG
organisers have created a sacred bundle (comparable to the Commonwealth Games
baton) and a sacred lance which are run across many reserves on their way to the
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Medals
(Michael Heine)

opening ceremonies. Both festivals have opening and closing ceremonies, and
award gold, silver and bronze medals. Native organisers for these festivals thus
have taken aspects of established non-Native multi-sport games and incorporated
them into their Games in a manner which fits their culture. The images created do
not produce negative consequences for non-Natives, because there is usually no
derogatory, stereotypical intent attached to the use of these non-Native cultural
symbols. Instead, they provide Native athletes with a connection to such practices,
and thus, by extension, to individuals participating within these mainstream sport
festivals. Additionally, power relations within North America suggest that even if
such images were portrayed in a derogatory fashion by Native peoples, these
actions would have no impact on the everyday lives of non-Natives because of
their relative position of privilege. This ‘playing White’ on the part of Natives,
however, is most often labelled ‘assimilation’ when it occurs.
On the other hand there are concrete consequences for Native peoples in North
America when non-Natives ‘play Indian’ for Native peoples in North America.
Non-Natives who perform stereotypical Native actions — such as the Indian
mascots performing caricatures of Native dances at sporting events — still hold
on to their non-Native identity when they leave the field. But the non-Native
preference for fantasy over reality is demonstrated in the controversy over the
Atlanta Braves. This organisation promotes images of bloodthirsty tomahawkwaving savages each time fans chop the air with plastic tomahawks to show their
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excitement at games. However, protests against this stereotype have been dismissed
by fans, in large part because these fans are used to representing Indians as they
see fit, as part of a long history of appropriating Indian images and practices for
non-Native use (Martin 144). Such Indian representations have, through this
process, become important to non-Natives, for their symbolic and ideological
value. These images keep non-Native peoples distant from the lived reality of
Aboriginal life, because non-Native peoples assume they already ‘know the facts’
based on their exposure to stereotypic image of ‘Indians’.
This tradition of playing Indian in North America reflects unequal power
relations, and in particular the ability non-Natives have to appropriate Native
images and perform them, with no care given to the negative consequences of
such images for some Native peoples. While select Native performers have
benefited in some manner from the images being generated, overall these traditions
have been constructed by non-Natives, to help them create a particular, racialised
understanding of themselves — of ‘Whiteness’. Appropriation is made possible
because of the race privilege accorded Whites over Natives in North American
society, that allows non-Natives to define and market ‘Indian’ cultural practices
from their perspective; defining ‘Native Americans in fact and fancy as a separate
and single other’ (Berkhofer xiv). Thus, ‘playing Indian’, which includes but goes
far beyond sport mascots, has shaped and shapes the W hite experience.
Unfortunately, Native peoples ‘playing W hite’ (often labelled assimilation) also
reinforces the relative race privilege of Whites over Natives because it does not
challenge fundamental race relations. Any negative consequences arising for
Native peoples from either assimilation or appropriation go largely unchallenged;
again, an indicator of relative race privilege for Whites over Natives.
I
agree with bell hooks that ‘what we can’t imagine, can’t come to be’ (176).
She points out that liberatory struggles — such as the protests against ‘Indian’
mascots in sport — are initiated by groups of people seen as objects (that is, as
the Other) asserting that they are subjects, and that, in the end, they must define
their reality, shape their identity, name their history, tell their story. As part of that
process, she encourages those who write about an ethnic group to which they do
not belong to discuss the ethical issues of their race privilege.8 White North
Americans need to take her challenge to heart, and continue to identify the ways
in which our White race privilege plays an active role in the creation, reproduction
and protection of particular visions of self and Other. It is only after we can see
and own our role in these relations of power that we can begin to imagine how
they might be changed.

NOTES
1 In Paraschak 19961detail the differences in race relations between Aboriginal peoples
who live in the North versus Southern Canada. The practical consciousness shaped in
each situation is different, and the broader power relations they share with non-
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Aboriginal peoples varies as well. For example, northern Aboriginal peoples live more
remote lives situated within race relations which privilege their needs more so than in
the south of Canada. In terms of sport, this enables them to follow a more ‘traditional’
style of sport even when the government is encouraging them otherwise. In Paraschak
2000, I look at four possible race-gender intersections to identity how race/gender
relations — and the power relations shaping them — lead to differing possibilities for
Aboriginal gendered identities. These intersections include race embedded within
gender relations, intragender racial hierarchies, explicitly symbolic race/gender
relations, and race/gender relations symbolic of the ‘Other’.
The April 1993 issue of Sports and Social Issues, dedicated to ‘Mascots and Team
Names’, included three articles that explored tribal names and mascots, protests against
the use of these mascots, and the cultural performance attached to the use of sport
mascots. It also included an informative introduction, entitled ‘The Real Red Face of
Sports’ (11).
Browenstein (2000) explores recent attempts by American Native students at the
University of North Dakota to eliminate the use of ‘Fighting Sioux’ as the name of
their athletic teams, and their failure to do so because a university benefactor threatened
to halt the construction of a promised $100 million building he was funding if the
name, logo and slogan were eliminated.
A ‘dreamcatcher’ is a small, often circular, hoop, sometimes made of willow, with a
web, made of sinew or thread, that ‘catches’ good dreams as you sleep. A hole in the
centre allows the bad dreams to escape so they do not bother the individual. Other
interpretations claim that the bad dreams get caught in the web and are burned away
at first light (thus they are hung by a window where the sun will strike them). This
item exists in some Aboriginal cultures, but had been appropriated by mainstream
North Americans — especially New Agers — as a meaningful, Aboriginally-based
cultural item that can be used to enhance non-Aboriginal spirituality.
Francis (1992) makes clear in the introduction that his book is about the images of
Native peoples that Canadians have manufactured: what he labels the ‘Imaginary
Indian’ or ‘Indian’. Thus when he uses the term ‘Indian’ he is referring to a socially
constructed, imaginary image of Native peoples.
Grey Owl was bom and raised an Englishman who grew up fascinated with North
American Aboriginal peoples. He left England in 1906 at age 17, headed to Northern
Ontario and became an accomplished woodsman. In the late 1920s, married to an
Iroquois woman, he appropriated an aboriginal identity and dedicated himself to
conservation. He spent the rest of his life writing books and touring to spread his
message of concern for the wilderness. ‘Everywhere he went he was proclaimed as
the finest Indian of them all’ (Francis 1992,134). Upon his death in 1938, it emerged
that he was not, in fact, an ‘Indian’ as he had claimed (Francis 131-41).
The Jim Thorpe Indians football team operated like other travelling ‘shows’ at that
time, booking performances based on the popularity of Thorpe’s reputation , and then
playing out a ‘cavalry versus “Indians” construction in sport (i.e. a football game that
pitted a ‘White’ Cavalry team against an “Indian” team that included Thorpe, a
renowned football player and all-round athlete) to entertain the spectators.
Through this paper, I set out to contextualise the privilege accorded Non-Natives in
their use of ‘Indian’ sport mascots within a broader set of race relations that privilege
Whiteness in North America. In this way, I have added to the literature exploring this
issue but have done so in a way that also challenges myself
a White middle-class,
educated, educated able-bodied, heterosexual’ (Paraschak 2000, 153)
and other
non-Natives to know ourselves and acknowledge our privilege relative to Aboriginal
peoples in North America.
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